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Some issues raised with existing tool

• Used simplistically: guidance not followed

• Used inconsistently: domains added or removed

• Modest agreement rates

• Challenges with unblinded trials

• Challenges in assessing selective reporting

• No overall risk of bias judgement
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Key innovations in RoB 2.0

• Result-based assessments

• Even more specific than outcome-based assessments

• Inclusive bias domains

• Signalling questions to facilitate risk of bias judgements

• Reasonably factual questions

• ‘Yes’, ‘Probably yes’, ‘No’, ‘Probably no’ or ‘No information’

• New response options for risk of bias, without ‘Unclear’ option

• Overall risk of bias, as worst rating of any individual domain

• So domain assessments need to be calibrated carefully

• Important distinction between effects of interest

• effect of assignment vs adhering to intervention

• Selective reporting focussed on reported result (not unreported results)



Bias in selection of the reported result



Overall risk of bias judgement

Low risk of bias The study is judged to be at low risk of bias for all domains for 

this result.

Some concerns The study is judged to be at some concerns in at least one 

domain for this result.

High risk of bias The study is judged to be at high risk of bias in at least one 

domain for this result.

OR

The study is judged to have some concerns for multiple domains

in a way that substantially lowers confidence in the result.



Summary of the ROB 2 tool (1)
Bias domain Issues addressed*

Bias arising from the randomization 

process

1. Whether the allocation sequence was random.
2. Whether the allocation sequence was adequately concealed.

3. Whether baseline differences between intervention groups suggest a problem with the 

randomization process.

Bias due to deviations from 

intended interventions

When the review authors’ interest is in the effect of assignment to intervention (see Section 8.3):

1. Whether participants were aware of their assigned intervention during the trial.

2. Whether carers and people delivering the interventions were aware of participants' assigned 
intervention during the trial.

3. (If applicable) Whether deviations from the intended intervention arose because of the 

experimental context (i.e. do not reflect usual practice); and, if so, whether they were balanced 

between groups and likely to have affected the outcome.

4. Whether an appropriate analysis was used to estimate the effect of assignment to intervention; 

and, if not, whether there was potential for a substantial impact on the result.

When the review authors’ interest is in the effect of adhering to intervention (see Section 8.3):

1. Whether participants were aware of their assigned intervention during the trial.

2. Whether carers and people delivering the interventions were aware of participants' assigned 
intervention during the trial.

3. (If applicable) Whether important co-interventions were balanced across intervention groups.
4. Whether failures in implementing the intervention could have affected the outcome.

5. Whether study participants adhered to the assigned intervention regimen.
6. (If applicable) Whether an appropriate analysis was used to estimate the effect of adhering to the 

intervention.



Summary of the ROB 2 tool (2)

Bias domain Issues addressed*

Bias due to missing outcome data 1. Whether data for this outcome were available for all, or nearly all, participants randomized.
2. (If applicable) Whether there was evidence that the result was not biased by missing outcome 

data.

3. (If applicable) Whether the proportions of missing outcome data differ between intervention groups.

4. (If applicable) Whether missingness in the outcome could depend on its true value; and whether 

this was likely.

Bias in measurement of the 
outcome

1. Whether the method of measuring the outcome was inappropriate.

2. Whether measurement or ascertainment of the outcome could have differed between 

intervention groups.

3. Whether outcome assessors were aware of the intervention received by study participants.

4. (If applicable) Whether assessment of the outcome could have been influenced by knowledge of 
intervention received; and whether this was likely.

Bias in selection of the reported 
result

1. Whether the trial was analysed in accordance with a pre-specified plan that was finalized before 

unblinded outcome data were available for analysis.

2. Whether the numerical result being assessed is likely to have been selected, on the basis of the results, 
from multiple outcome measurements within the outcome domain.

3. Whether the numerical result being assessed is likely to have been selected, on the basis of the results, 
from multiple analyses of the data.



Piloting

• RoB 2 has undergone multiple phases of piloting

• informed development and refinement

• more is always welcome

• Formal studies of inter-rater agreement not yet performed

• Full guidance available at riskofbias.info

• initial draft, subject to minor refinements



Some unresolved issues

• How many results to assess per study?

• How much free text to include to support assessments?

• How should assessments be presented in the review?

• Implementation

• RoB 2 approved by Cochrane Scientific Committee (it will become mandatory in time)

• But this will not happen until software and training materials are in place



Cluster-randomized trials and cross-over trials

• Cluster-randomized trials:

• Key issue is recruitment / identification of participants after interventions have been 

allocated to clusters

• Also consideration of missing data at cluster and individual level

• Cross-over trials (AB/BA design)

• Key issue is carry-over of effect from 1st period to 2nd period

• Also period effects, selective reporting of 1st period data



Concluding remarks

• We believe RoB 2 offers considerable advantages over the existing tool

• Once programmed into software, we expect the tool will be easy to use and integrate 

into the interpretation of results

• We are extremely grateful to all those who have contributed to the development of

RoB 2

• RoB 2 is available at riskofbias.info


